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Archaeological Museum of Tohoku University exhibits many valuable materials for the study of
 
archaeology and ethnology from Paleolithic to Early Modern period colected in Japanese islands and the
 
neighbor area.In these materials,there are a lot of archaeological materials colected by Dr.Sadakichi
 
Kita and Dr.Nobuo Ito of faculty of law and arts,Dr.Kotondo Hasebe and Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi of faculty
 
of medicine in Tohoku University.The Jomon potery,taken up in this paper,is the materials excavated
 
at the Daigi-gakoi shel midden by Dr.Sugao Ymanouchi.He deposited them in faculty of law and arts
 
through Dr.Ito,who excavated the site with him.
The Daigi-gakoi shel midden is located at Shichigahama Town,Miyagi County,Miyagi Prefecture,on
 
the coastal terace shaped like tang extending to the Shiogama Bay.The site area spreads over 140 m
 
from east to west by 250 m from south to north.Shel strata are distributed from edge of plateau to slope.
Dr.Yamanouchi excavated Location A,B,C,D,E,F,and F′with Dr.Ito in 1927 to 1929.
Dr.Yamanouchi advocated the Daigi types based on the materials of these excavations.He classified
 
the Daigi types to 10 types,and subdivided in a and b on Daigi 2,7,and 8 type.He examined stratigraphic
 
relationship in the site,and paralel potery types in other area,then he placed the Daigi 1 to 6 types on Early
 
Jomon,and the Daigi 7a to 10 types on Middle Jomon period.In present time,the Daigi types are studied
 
as potery types from early stage of Early Jomon to last stage of Middle Jomon period in central and
 
southern area of Tohoku District on the basis of the study by him.
He selected potery of the each Daigi type from the site,and took 24 photographs of them.These
 
photographs have been paid atention as the clue to understand the Daigi types.But nobody have actualy
 
observed and investigated these poteries until now.In this paper,we reported these type artifacts of the
 
Daigi types.We presented photographs,scale drawings,and rubbings of 75 materials belonging to the
 
Daigi 4 to 10 type,and observed and described potery atributes,for example forms,shapes of parts,
techniques and designs of decorations,in atribute lists.The materials were wel preserved,so we could
 
Bul.Tohoku Univ.Museum,No.5,pp.1-40,2006
Ⓒ by The Tohoku University Museum
 
observe techniques and processes of shape formation,decoration,and surface finishing in potery making.
The result of these examinations proved that Dr.Yamanouchi grasped the characters of each type in
 
detail,and selected typical materials.In addition,it was noticeable that he selected potery caried from
 
other area.Furthermore,we investigated the leters writen in back of potery sherds,which showed
 
locations and strata in the excavations.Remarkably,we confirmed that the evolution from the Daigi 8a to
 
10 type had been understood in the stratigraphic relationship at Location B by him.
Standing on these studies,we indicated 3 points about the research method of Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi,
who established basis of Japanese prehistory.1.His chronological and typological studies based on
 
stratigraphic relationships.2.He understood evolution of potery types through examinations for hoards
 
excavated from one site.3.He noticed potery caried from other area,and investigated chronology of
 
potery types in relation between each other areas from the wide field of vision.These materials show that
 
he appropriately understood the Daigi types by these excelent method,so those wil be considered as basic
 
materials for the study of the Daigi types in future.
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Table 1.Excavated locations and strata of the type artifacts of the Daigi types
 
B地点 C地点 E地点 F地点 F′地点
2層 大木10式（1） 大木7a式（2） - - -
3層 大木9式（1） - - - 大木7b式（1）
4層
大木9式（2）
大木7a式（1） - 大木7b式（1） 大木7b式（2）








大木7a式（1） - - -
8層 - 大木7a式（1） - - -









































































































と展望（1） 仙台湾周辺 早期～中期」『縄文時代』10 pp.
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Figure 3.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
第4図 山内清男大木式土器標識資料実測図・拓影（Scale＝1:3）
12～16 大木6式土器，17～19 大木7a式土器




Figure 5.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
第6図 山内清男大木式土器標識資料実測図・拓影（Scale＝1:3）
30～40 大木8a式土器




Figure 7.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
第8図 山内清男大木式土器標識資料実測図・拓影（Scale＝1:3）
50～59 大木9式土器




Figure 9.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
第10図 山内清男大木式土器標識資料実測図・拓影（Scale＝1:3）
71～75 大木10式土器




Plate 1.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
写真図版2 山内清男大木式土器標識資料（Scale＝1:3）
12～16 大木6式土器，17～19 大木7a式土器
Plate 2.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
考古学陳列館所蔵大木囲貝塚出土基準資料
写真図版3 山内清男大木式土器標識資料（Scale＝1:3）
20～23 大木7a式土器，24～29 大木7b式土器，30～35 大木8a式土器
Plate 3.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
写真図版4 山内清男大木式土器標識資料（Scale＝1:3）
36～40 大木8a式土器，41～49 大木8b式土器




Plate 5.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
写真図版6 山内清男大木式土器標識資料（Scale＝1:3）
60～64 大木9式土器，65 大木10式土器




Plate 7.Type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
写真図版8 山内清男大木式土器標識資料細部
1.大木4式（資料2） 2.大木4式（資料3） 3.大木5式（資料6） 4.大木5式（資料9） 5.大木6式（資料
12） 6.大木6式（資料13） 7.大木7a式（資料18） 8.大木7a式（資料22）
Plate 8.Details of type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
考古学陳列館所蔵大木囲貝塚出土基準資料
写真図版9 山内清男大木式土器標識資料細部
1.大木7b式（資料26） 2.大木7b式（資料28） 3.大木8a式（資料35） 4.大木8a式（資料36） 5.大木8b
式（資料43口縁部） 6.大木8b式（資料43体部） 7.大木9式（資料53） 8.大木9式（資料57）
Plate 9.Details of type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
早 瀬 亮 介・菅 野 智 則・須 藤 隆
写真図版10 山内清男大木式土器標識資料細部
1.大木9式（資料58） 2.大木9式（資料64） 3.大木10式（資料71） 4.大木10式（資料75） 5.条痕（資
料11） 6.なで→軽い磨き（資料31） 7.磨き（資料51） 8.接合痕（資料22）
Plate 10.Details of type artifacts of the Daigi types of Jomon potery selected by Dr.Sugao Yamanouchi
